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Abstract. We consider push-down automata with data (PDAD) that operate on
variables ranging over the set of natural numbers. The conditions on variables are
defined by the “gap-order constraint system” that allows to compare variables for
equality, or to check that the gap between the values of two variables exceeds a
given natural number. The messages inside the stack are equipped with values
that are natural numbers reflecting their “values”. When a message is pushed to
the stack, its value may be defined by a variable in the program. When a mes-
sage is popped, its value may be copied to a variable. Thus, weobtain a system
that is infinite in two dimensions, namely we have a stack thatmay contain an
unbounded number of messages each of which is equipped with anatural num-
ber. We present an algorithm for solving the control state reachability problem
for PDAD based on two ingredients. More precisely, we provide a translation to
the corresponding problem for context-free grammars with data (CFGD). Then,
we use ideas from the framework of well quasi-orderings in order to obtain an
algorithm for solving the reachability problem for CFGDs.

1 Introduction

Model checking has become one of the main techniques for algorithmic verification
of computer systems. The original applications were found in context of finite-state
systems, such as hardware circuits, where the behavior of the system can be captured
by a finite graph. In the last two decades, there has also been alarge amount of work
devoted to extending model checking so that its can handle models with infinite state
spaces such as Petri nets, timed automata, push-down systems, counter automata, and
channel machines. Recent works have considered systems that are infinite inmultiple
dimensions. For instance, many classes of timed protocols are parameterized(consist
of unbounded numbers of components), and hence they can be naturally modeled by
timed Petri nets[7]. Also, many message passing protocols have behaviors that are
constrained by timing conditions, giving rise totimed channel systems[4].

In particular, Push-Down Automata (PDA) have been studied extensively as a model
for the analysis of recursive programs (e.g., [9, 25, 15, 17]). The model of PDA has been
extended to allow quantitative reasoning with respect to time [1] and probabilities [18,
16]. However, all existing models assume finite-state control, which means that vari-
ables in the program are assumed to range over finite domains.In this paper, we con-
sider an extension of PDA, which we call PDAD, that strengthens the model in two ways.
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First, in addition to the stack, a PDAD also operates on a number of variables ranging
over the natural numbers. Furthermore, each message insidethe stack is equipped with
a natural number which represents its “value”. Thus, we get amodel that is infinite in
two dimensions, namely we have an unbounded number of messages inside the stack
each of which has an attribute that is a natural number. The operations allowed on the
stack are the standardpushandpop operations. However, when pushing a symbol to
the stack, its value may be defined to be the value of a program variable. Also, when
a message is popped, then its value may be copied to a variable. A PDAD allows com-
paring the values of variables according to thegap-orderconstraint system, where two
variables may be tested for equality, or for checking that there is a minimal gap (defined
by a natural number) between the values of the two variables.Also, a variable may be
assigned a new arbitrary value, the value of another variable, or a value that is at least
some (given) natural number larger than the value of anothervariable. In this manner,
the model of PDAD subsumes two known models, namely that of PDA (which we get
by removing the variables in the program and by neglecting the values of the symbols
in the stack), and the model ofIntegral Relational Automata[13] (which we get by
removing the stack).

In this paper, we show decidability of the control reachability problem for PDAD.
Given a control (local) state of the automaton, we check whether the automaton reaches
the state from its initial configuration. We solve the problem in two steps. We introduce
a class ofContext-Free Grammars with Data(CFGD). In a CFGD, each non-terminal
has an arity. The grammar generatestermseach of which is either a terminal or a non-
terminal equipped with a tuple of natural number (as many as its arity). An application
of a production rewrites a term to asetof terms. Such an application is constrained by
the arguments of the involved non-terminals. The constraints are defined by gap-order
conditions. For CFGD, we solve a reachability problem in which we ask whether it is
possible to derive a set of terms each of which is a terminal belonging to a given set of
terminals. In the first step of our method, we give a reachability analysis algorithm that
solves the above mentioned problem for CFGDs.

The algorithm is based on a constraint representation of infinite sets of terms, and it
is formulated within the framework of well structured transition systems [3, 5].

The second step of our method translates a given PDAD into a CFGD so as to exploit
the corresponding reachability analysis procedure to solve control state reachability for
PDADs.

To our knowledge our result yields a new decidable fragment of pushdown automata
with data (see Section 10).

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we introduce some notations and definitionsthat we will use in the rest
of the paper. We useN to denote the set of natural numbers.

We fix a finite setV of variables that range overN. A valuation is a mapping
Val : V Ñ N, i.e., it assigns a natural number to each variable. Given a variablex P V ,
a natural numberc P N, and a valuationVal : V Ñ N, we useValrx Ð cs to denote the
valuationVal1 defined as follows:Val1pxq “ c, andVal1pyq “ Valpyq for all y P pV ztxuq.
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A renamingis a mappingRen: V Ñ V , i.e., it renames each variable to another
one. A renamingRenneeds not be injective, i.e., several variables may be renamed to
the same variable byRen. We say thatRenis a renaming forW if Renpxq P W for all
x P V .

For a setA, we useA˚ to denote the set of finite words overA. We useε to denote
the empty word. For wordsα1,α2 P A˚, we useα1 ¨ α2 to denote the concatenation of
α1 andα2.

A transition systemis a tuplexϒ,γinit ,ÝÑy whereϒ is a (potentially infinite) set
of configurations,γinit P ϒ is the initial configuration, andÝÑĎ ϒ ˆ ϒ is the transition
relation. As usual, we writeγ ÝÑ γ1 to denote thatxγ,γ1y PÝÑ, and use ˚

ÝÑ to denote
the reflexive transition closure ofÝÑ. For a configurationγ P ϒ and a setΓ Ď ϒ of
configurations, we useγ ˚

ÝÑ Γ to denote thatγ ˚
ÝÑ γ1 for someγ1 P Γ.

3 Push-Down Automata with Data

In this section, we introducePush-Down Automata with Data(PDAD) that are exten-
sions of the classical model of Push-Down Automata (PDA). First, we define the model,
then we define the operational semantics, i.e., the transition system induced by a PDAD,
and finally we introduce the reachability problem. As in the case of a PDA a PDAD op-
erates on an unbounded stack to which it can push (append) messages and from which
it can pop (remove) message in last-in-first-out manner. Themessages are chosen from
a finite alphabet. PDADs extend PDAs in two ways. First, in addition to the stack, the
automaton is equipped with a finite set of variables ranging over the natural numbers.
Second, each message inside the stack is equipped by a natural number that represents
its “value”. The allowed operations on variables are definedby thegap-orderconstraint
system [13, 23]. More precisely, the model allows non-deterministic value assignment,
copying the value of one variable to another, and assignmentof a valuev to some vari-
able such thatv is larger of at least a given natural number than the current value of
another variable. The transitions may be conditioned by tests that compare the values
of two variables for equality, or that give the minimal allowed gap between two vari-
ables. Apushoperation may copy the value of variable to the pushed message, and a
popoperation may copy the value of the popped message to a variable.

Model. A PDAD A is a tuplexQ,qinit ,A,∆y whereQ is a finite set of states,qinit P Q
is the initial state,A is the stack alphabet, and∆ is the transition relation. A transition
δ P ∆ is a triplexq1,op,q2y whereq1,q2 P Q are states andop is anoperationof one
of the following forms: (i)nop is an empty operation that does not change the values
of the variables or the content of the stack, (ii)x Ð ˚ assigns non-deterministically an
arbitrary value inN to the variablex, (iii) y Ð x copies the value of variablex to y, (iv)
y Ð pąc xq assigns non-deterministically toy a value that exceeds the current value of
x by c (so the new value ofy is ą x` c, (v) y “ x checks whether the value ofy is equal
to the value ofx, (vi) x ăc y checks whether the gap between the values ofy andx is
larger thanc, (vii) pushpaqpxq pushes the symbola P A to the stack and assigns to it the
value ofx, and (viii) poppaqpxq pops the symbola P A (if a is the top-most symbol at
the stack) and assigns its value to the variablex.
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Transition System.A PDAD induces a transition system as follows. Aconfigurationγ is
a triplexq,Val,αy whereq P Q is a state,Val : V ÞÑ N is a valuation, andα P pAˆNq˚

defines the content of the stack (each element of the word is a pair xa,cy wherea is the
symbol andc is its value).

We define the transition relationÝÑ:“ YδP∆
δ

ÝÑ, where δ
ÝÑ describes the effect

of the transitionδ. For configurationsγ “ xq,Val,αy, γ1 “ xq1,Val1,α1y, and a transition

δ “ xq1,op,q2y P ∆, we write γ δ
ÝÑ γ1 to denote thatq “ q1, q1 “ q2, and one of the

following conditions is satisfied:

– op is nop, Val1 “ Val, andα1 “ α. The values of the variables and the stack content
are not changed.

– op is x Ð ˚, Val1 “ Valrx Ð cs wherec P N, andα1 “ α. The value of variablex
is changed non-deterministically to some natural number. The values of the other
variables and the stack content are not changed.

– op is y Ð x, Val1 “ Valry Ð Valpxqs, andα1 “ α. The value of variablex is copied
to the variabley. The values of the other variables and the stack content are not
changed.

– op is y Ð pąc xq, Val1 “ Valry Ð c1s, wherec1 ą Valpxq ` c, andα1 “ α. The vari-
abley is assigned non-deterministically a value that exceeds thevalue ofx by c.
The values of the other variables and the stack content are not changed.

– op is y“ x, Valpyq “ Valpxq, Val1 “ Val, andα1 “ α. The transition is only enabled if
the valuey is equal to the valuex. The values of the variables and the stack content
are not changed.

– op is x ăc y, Valpyq ą Valpxq ` c, Val1 “ Val, andα1 “ α. The transition is only
enabled if the value ofy is larger than the value ofx by more thanc. The values of
the variables and the stack content are not changed.

– op is pushpaqpxq, Val1 “ Val, andα1 “ xa,Valpxqy ¨ α. The symbola is pushed onto
the stack with a value equal to that ofx.

– op is poppxqpaq, α “ xa,cy ¨ α1 for somec P N, andVal1 “ Valrx Ð cs. The symbol
a is popped from the stack (if it is the top-most symbol), and its value is copied to
x.

We define theinitial configurationγinit :“ xqinit ,Valinit ,εy, whereValinitpxq “ 0 for all
x P V . In other words, we start from a configuration where the automaton is in its initial
state, the values of all variables are equal to 0, and the stack is empty (the fact that we
choose to initialize the variables to 0 is not crucial for solving the problem).

For a configuration and a stateq P Q, we write γ ˚
ÝÑ q to denote thatγ ˚

ÝÑ γ1 “
xq,Val,αy for someVal : V ÞÑ N andα P pAˆNq˚.

In other words, fromγ we can reach a configuration whose state isq.

Reachability Problem.In the reachability problem PDAD-REACH, given a PDAD A “

xQ,qinit ,A,∆y and a stateqtarget P Q, we ask whetherγinit
˚

ÝÑ qtarget.

4 Context-Free Grammars with Data

In this section, we introduceContext-Free Grammars with Data(CFGD) that are ex-
tensions of the classical model of Context-Free Grammars (CFG) in which (terminal
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and non terminal) symbols are defined by terms with free variables and productions
have conditions defined by gap order constraints. We define the model, the operational
semantics, and the reachability problem.

Model. A Context-Free Grammars with Data(CFGD) is a tupleG “ xS ,Xinit ,Py, where
S is a finite set ofsymbols. Xinit P S is thestart (or initial) symbol, andP is the set of
productions. Each symbolX has anarity ρpXq PN that is a natural number. Without loss
of generality, we assume thatρpXinitq “ 1. A termhas the formXpx1, . . . ,xnq whereX P
S , ρpXq “ n andx1, . . .xn P V are variables. Aground termhas the formXpc1, . . . ,cnq
whereX P S , ρpXq “ n andc1, . . .cn P N are natural numbers. For a termσ of the form
Xpx1, . . . ,xnq we defineSympσq “ X andVarpσq “ tx1, . . . ,xnu. We defineSympσq for
a ground termσ similarly. A (ground) sentenceα is a finite settσ1,σ2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,σnu, where
eachσi is a (ground) term. We defineSympαq :“ tSympσ1q , . . . ,Sympσnqu, i.e., it is
the set of symbols that occur inα. For a termσ “ Xpx1, . . . ,xnq and a valuationVal, we
defineValpσq :“ XpValpx1q , . . . ,Valpxnqq to be the ground term we get by substituting
each variablexi in σ by Valpxiq. For a sentenceα, we defineValpαq similarly.

A conditionθ is a finite conjunction of formulas of the forms:x ăc y or x “ y, where
x,y P V andc P N. Herex ăc y stands forx` c ă y. Sometimes, we treat a condition
θ as set, and write e.g.px ăc yq P θ to indicate thatx ăc y is one of the conjuncts inθ.
For a valuationVal, we useValpθq to denote the result of substituting each variablex in
θ by Valpxq. We useVal |ù θ to denote thatValpθq evaluates totrue. We useVarpθq to
denote the set of variables that occur inθ.

A production pis of the formσ ❀ α : θ, whereσ is a term,α is a non-empty
sentence, andθ is a condition. We often use the notationσ ❀ σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨σn : θ to denote the
productionσ ❀ tσ1, . . . ,σnu : θ (i.e. a sequence in the right-hand side denotes a set of
terms). We call non-terminals the setN of symbols that occur in the left-hand side of a
production (we say that they are defined by a production). We call terminals the setT
of symbols that do not occur in the left-hand side of a production.

Transition System.A configurationγ is a ground sentence. We define a transition rela-
tion ÝÑG on the set of configurations byÝÑG :“ YpPP

p
ÝÑ where

p
ÝÑ represents the

effect of applying the productionp. More precisely, for a productionp P P of the form
σ❀α : θ, we haveγ1

p
ÝÑ γ2 if there is a valuationVal |ù θ such thatγ1 “ α1 YtValpσqu

andγ2 “ α1 Y tValpαqu.
For a setSof ground terms, we definePrepSq to be the set of ground termsσ which

can, through the single application of a production, generate a configurationγ Ď S(i.e.,
σ ÝÑG γ). Let Pre˚ p¨q denote the transitive closure ofPrep¨q.

We will use the following lemmata later in the paper.

Lemma 1. Let α be a ground sentence ofG . Then, if for every ground termσ P α, we

haveσ ˚
ÝÑG α2 for some ground sentenceα2 such that Sympα2q Ď T , thenα ˚

ÝÑG α1

for α1 such that Sympα1q Ď T .

Lemma 2. Let S be a set of ground terms andσ be a ground term such thatσ P Pre˚ pSq.
If σ R S then there is a ground termσ1 P pPrepSqzSq.
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Reachability Problem.In the reachability problem CFGD-REACH, we are given a
CFGDG “ xS ,Xinit ,Py and we are asked the question whetherXinitp0q

˚
ÝÑG α for some

ground sentenceα such thatSympαq Ď T . In other words, we start from a configuration
consisting of the start symbol with its parameter is equal tozero, and ask whether the
system can reach a configuration where all its ground terms have symbols inT .

CFGD vs CFG A Context-Free Grammars (CFG) is defined by production of the form
SÑ w wherew is a word defined over terminal and non terminal symbols. We can
encode a CFG as a CFGD by associating to each terminal/non terminal symbolX (except
the initial) a termXpa,bq in whichpa,bq are used to maintain an order in the right-hand
side of a rule. For instance, the productionSÑ SaSis encoded via the CFGD production
Spx,yq Ñ tSpx,zq,apz, tq,Spt,yqu : x ă z,ză t, t ă y. Since CFGD productions have a set
of terms in the right-hand side of a rule, this is the only way to enforce an order in the
generation of terminal symbols of a derivation.

CFGD vs CMRS CFGD also differ from the CMRS model [6]. CMRS is obtained by
combining multiset rewriting and Gap Order constraints andit is aimed at modelling
concurrent processes. CMRS rules have multiple heads and work over multisets of
monadic terms (i.e. with a single argument, no nested terms). Differently from CMRS,
CFGD productions have a single term in the left-hand side and a setof terms in the right-
hand side. This implies that multiple occurrences (with thesame variables) of a term
like ppx,yq are counted only once. Furthermore, non-terminal symbols have arbitrary
finite arity.

5 Symbolic Encoding

In this section, we define the symbolic representation used in the definition of the reach-
ability algorithm (Section 6). The algorithm operates onconstraints, where each con-
straintφ characterizes a (potentially) infinite setJφK of ground terms. Aconstraintφ is
of the formσ : θ whereσ is a term andθ is a condition. We defineSympφq :“ Sympσq
andVarpφq “ VarpσqYVarpθq. The constraintφ characterizes a set of ground terms de-
fined byJφK “ tσ1|DVal. pVal |ù θq ^ pσ1 “ Valpσqu. Without loss of generality, we can
assume thatVarpθq “ Varpσq, and thatθ is consistent (constraints with inconsistent
conditions characterize empty sets of configurations, and can therefore be safely dis-
carded from the reachability analysis). A termXpx1, . . . ,xnq is said to bepure if x ‰ x j

wheneveri ‰ j. A constraintσ : θ is saidpure if σ is pure. We can assume without
loss of generality that all constraints are pure. The reasonis that if a variablex occurs
(say) twice then the two occurrences ofx can be replaced by two different variablesy1

andy2 provided that we add a new conjuncty1 “ y2 to the conditionθ. For constraints
φ1,φ2, we useφ1 Ď φ2 to denote thatφ1 subsumesφ2, i.e.,Jφ1K Ě Jφ2K. Then, it is easy
to see that checking whetherφ1 Ď φ2 can be reduced to the satisfiability problem for an
existential Presburger formula (which is known to be NP-COMPLETE [26] ).

Lemma 3. For constraintsφ1,φ2, the problem of checking whetherφ1 Ď φ2 is decid-
able.
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The following lemma states that we can transform any constraint φ of the form
σ : θ to an equivalent constraintcleanpφq of the formσ : θ1 such thatVarpθ1q “ Varpσq
(i.e., we remove the extra-variablespVarpθqzVarpσqq from θ in order to satisfy the
assumption thatVarpθq “ Varpσq).

Lemma 4. [23] Given a constraintφ of the formσ : θ, we can construct a constraint
cleanpφq of the formσ : θ1 such that Varpθ1q “ Varpσq andJcleanpφqK “ JφK.

For matching termsσ1 “ Xpx1, . . . ,xnq and σ2 “ Xpy1, . . . ,ynq, where σ2 is
pure, we defineRenσ1

σ2 to be a renaming such thatRenσ1
σ2pxiq “ yi for all i :

1 ď i ď n. Consider a productionp “ σ ❀ σ1 ¨ ¨ ¨σn : θ and constraintsφ1 “
σ1

1 : θ1, . . . ,φn “ σ1
n : θn such thatσi and σ1

i are matching, and such thatσ1
i is

pure for all i : 1 ď i ď n. We define p b φ1 b ¨¨ ¨ b φn to be the constraintσ :
θ ^ Renσ1

σ1

1
pθ1q ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ Renσn

σ1
n
pθnq. For a setΦ of constraints, and productionp P

P, we definePrep pΦq :“ tcleanpφ1q|Dφ1, . . . ,φn P Φ.φ1 “ pb φ1 ¨ ¨ ¨ b φnu. We define
PrepΦq :“ YpPPPreppΦq. Intuitively, PrepΦq defines a finite set of constraints that
characterize the terms which can, through the single application of a production, gener-
ate a set of terms each of which belongs toφ.

Lemma 5.
Ť

φ1PPrepΦq Jφ1K “ PrepJΦKq.

For the setT of terminals, we define

ΦT :“ tapx1, . . . ,xnq : true|a P T , ρpaq “ nu

Notice thatΦT denotes the set of configurations whose symbols are inT .

6 Reachability Analysis

In this section, we present an algorithm for solving the reachability analysis problem for
CFGDs, and prove its partial correctness. The algorithm (Algorithm 1) inputs a CFGD

G “ xS ,Xinit ,Py and answers the question whether we can reach a sentence where all
the occurring symbols are inT Ď T . The algorithm maintains two sets of constraints:
a setToExplore, initialized toΦT , of constraints that have not yet been analyzed; and
a setExplored, initialized to the empty set, of constraints that contain constraints that
have already been analyzed.

The algorithm preserves the following four invariants:

1. For eachσ P JToExploreYExploredK, σ ˚
ÝÑ α for someα s.t.Sympαq Ď T .

2. If Xinitp0q
˚

ÝÑ α for someα s.t. Sympαq Ď T , then there is a ground termσ P
JToExploreK such thatσ R JExploredK.

3. Xinitp0q R JExploredK.
4. JΦT K Ď JToExploreYExploredK.

It is easy to see that the third and fourth invariants will be preserved. More precisely,
for the third invariant,Explored is initially empty, and the condition at line 5 prevents
adding any constraint whose symbol isXinit and parameter equals to 0 toExplored.
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Algorithm 1: Reachability analysis for a CFGD.
Input : A CFGD G “ xS ,Xinit ,Py
Output : Is there someT Ď T reachable inG ?

1 ToExplore Ð ΦT ;
2 Explored Ð H
3 while ToExplore ‰ H do
4 remove someφ from ToExplore;
5 if Xinitp0q P JφK then return true;
6 else if Dφ1 P Explored. φ1

Ď φ then discardφ;
7 else
8 ToExplore Ð ToExploreY PrepExploredY tφuq;
9 Explored Ð tφu Y

 

φ1|φ1 P Explored^ pφ Ď φ1q
(

;

10 return false

The fourth invariant holds initially sinceToExploreYExplored “ ΦT Y H “ ΦT .
This invariant is preserved since each time we remove a constraint from ToExplore

(line 4), it is either eventually moved toExplored (line 9), or (in case it is discarded at
line 6) there is already a constraintφ1 P Explored with Jφ1K Ě JφK. Also, each time we
remove a constraintφ1 from Explored (line 9), we add the constraintφ to Explored

whereJφK Ě Jφ1K.
Below, we show that the first two invariants are also preserved. Initially, the first

invariant holds sincepToExploreYExploredq “ ΦT . The second invariant also holds
initially sinceExplored“ H andJToExploreK “ JΦT K ‰ H. Due to the first two in-
variants, the following two conditions can be checked during each step of the algorithm:

– From the second invariant, ifToExplore becomes empty then the algorithm termi-
nates with a negative answer.

– From the first invariant, if a constraintφ is detected such thatXinitp0q P JφK, then the
algorithm terminates with a positive answer.

If neither of the two conditions is satisfied, the algorithm proceeds by picking and re-
moving a constraintφ from ToExplore. Two possibilities arise depending on the value
of σ:

– If there exists a constraintφ1 P Explored with φ1
Ď φ, then we discardφ. The

first invariant is preserved since this operation will not add any new elements to
JToExploreYExploredK. If Xinitp0q

˚
ÝÑ α for someα s.t.Sympαq Ď T , then the

second invariant and the fact thatJφK Ď JExploredK imply that there is still some
σ P ToExplore such thatσ R JExploredK. This means that the second invariant
will also be preserved by this step.

– Otherwise, we compute the elements ofPrepExploredY φq, add them in
ToExplore, move φ to Explored, and remove all constraints inExplored
that are subsumed byφ. Let Exploredold and Explorednew be the con-
tents of the setExplored before resp. after performing the operation. De-
fine ToExploreold andToExplorenew analogously. The operation preserves the
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first invariant as follows. Pick anyσ P JToExplorenewYExplorednewK. If σ P
JToExploreoldYExploredoldK then the result follows by the first invariant.
Otherwise we know thatσ P JPrepExploredoldY tφuqK, i.e., σ ÝÑG α where
α Ď JExploredoldY tφuK (see Lemma 5). By the induction hypothesis and the
first invariant, we know that every ground termσ1 P α, σ1 ˚

ÝÑG α1 for some

α1 s.t. Sympα1q Ď T . Henceα ˚
ÝÑG α2 for someα2 s.t. Sympα2q Ď T (see

Lemma 1). In other words,σ ÝÑG α ˚
ÝÑG α2 s.t. Sympα2q Ď T . The opera-

tion also preserves the second invariant as follows. Assumethat Xinitp0q
˚

ÝÑG
α for someα s.t. Sympαq Ď T . There are two cases. If there is aσ P JΦT K
such thatσ R JExplorednewK, then by the fourth invariantσ P JToExplorenewK
and the invariant holds immediately. Otherwise,JΦT K Ď JExplorednewK. Since
Xinitp0q

˚
ÝÑG α we have also thatXinitp0q P Pre˚ pJExplorednewKq. By the third

invariant, we know thatXinitp0q R JExplorednewK . By Lemma 2 that there is a
ground termσ P pPrepJExplorednewKqzJExplorednewKq. SinceJExplorednewK “
JExploredoldY tφuK it follows that σ P JPrepExploredoldY tφuqK and hence
σ P JToExplorenewK.

This give us the following theorem.

Theorem 6. Algorithm 1, under termination assumption, always return the correct an-
swer.

7 Termination

In this section, we show that Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to terminate. To do that, we first
recall some basics of the theory of well and better quasi-orderings. Then, we introduce a
new class of constraints that we callflat constraintsand show that they are better quasi-
ordered. We show that each condition can be translated into anumber of flat constraints.
We use this to show that the set of conditions is well quasi-ordered under set inclusion.
This leads to the well quasi-ordering of the set of constraints (of Section 5). Finally, we
show the termination of the algorithm.

WQOs andBQOs. A Quasi-Ordering(or a QO for short), is a pairxA,ĺy whereĺ is
a reflexive and transitive binary relation on the setA. A QO xA,ĺy is a Well Quasi-
Ordering(WQO), if for each infinite sequencea1,a2,a3, . . . of elements ofA , there are
i ă j such thatai ĺ a j . The following lemma follows from the definition of a WQO.

Lemma 7. For QOs ĺ andĺ
1 on some set A, ifĺĎĺ

1 andĺ is a WQO thenĺ
1 is a

WQO.

Given a QO xA,ĺy, we define a QO xA˚,ĺ˚y on the set of wordsA˚ such that
a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨am ĺ

˚ a1
1a1

2 ¨ ¨ ¨a1
n if there is an injectionh : t1, . . . ,mu ÞÑ t1, . . . ,nu such that

i ă j implieshpiq ă hp jq for all i, j : 1 ď i, j ď m, andai ĺ a1
hpiq for eachi : 1 ď i ď m.

We define the relationĺP on the powersetP pAq of A, so thatA1 ĺ
P A2 if @a2 P A2.Da1 P

A1.a1 ĺ a2.
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In the following lemma we state some properties of BQOs4 [7, 20].

Lemma 8. – EachBQO is WQO.
– If A is finite, thenxA,“y is a BQO, andxP pAq ,Ďy is a BQO.
– xN,ďy is a BQO.
– If xA,ĺy is a BQO, thenxA,ĺ˚y and

@

P pAq ,ĺP
D

are BQOs.

Flat Constraints.Fix a setV “ tx1, . . . ,xnu of variables. A flat constraintψ overV if
of the formA0c1A1 ¨ ¨ ¨cmAm, wherec1, . . . ,cm P N, andA0,A2, . . . ,Am is a partitioning
of V , i.e.,V “ A0 Y A1 Y ¨¨ ¨ Y Am, Ai ‰ H, andAi X A j “ H if i ‰ j. In other words,
a flat constraint is a word which alternatively contains setsof variables and natural
numbers, starting and ending with a set of variables. The flatconstraintψ characterizes
an infinite setJψK of vectors overN of lengthn, i.e.,JψK Ď N

n. More precisely, define
hψ : t1, . . . ,nu ÞÑ t0, . . . ,mu be defined byhψpiq “ k if xi P Ak. v “ xd1, . . . ,dny P JψK iff
the following conditions are satisfied for alli, j : 1 ď i, j ď n:

– di “ d j if hψpiq “ hψp jq.
– If hψpiq “ k. andhψp jq “ k` 1 thenck`1 ă d j ´ di.

In other words, the variablexi representsdi in ψ. If two variables are mapped to the same
set then their values should be identical. Furthermore, thenatural numbersci define the
gaps between values of variables belonging to the differentsets. For flat constraints
ψ “ A0c1A1 ¨ ¨ ¨cmAm andψ1 “ A1

0c1
1A1

1 ¨ ¨ ¨c1
mA1

m overV , we writeψ ĺ ψ1 to denote that
(i) A1

i “ Ai for all i : 0 ď i ď m, and (ii)ci ď c1
i for all i : 1 ď i ď m. The following lemma

follows from the definitions.

Lemma 9. ψ ĺ ψ1 implies thatJψK Ě Jψ1K.

By Lemma 8 it follows that

Lemma 10. ĺ is a BQO on the set of flat constraints.

Flattening. Consider a conditionθ with Varpθq “ tx1, . . . ,xnu (recall the definitions
of conditions and constriants from Section 5). We defineJθK to be the set of vectors
v “ xd1, . . . ,dny P N

n, such that there is a valuationVal with Val |ù θ andValpxiq “ di

for all i : 1 ď i ď n. A flatteningof θ is a flat constraintψ over Varpφq, of the form
A0c1A1 ¨ ¨ ¨cmAm such that the following conditions are satisfied:

– If px “ yq P θ thenx,y P Ai for somei : 1 ď i ď m.

– If px ăc yq P θ, x P Ai , andy P A j thenc ď
´

ř j
k“i`1 ck ` 1

¯

.

Intuitively, variables which are required to be equal byθ, are put in the sameXi . Also,
variables which are ordered according toθ, are placed sufficiently far apart to cover the
corresponding gap. We defineF pθq to be the set of flattening ofθ. Notice that this set
is finite. We define an orderingĺ on conditions such thatθ ĺ θ1 if for eachψ1 P F pθ1q
there is aψ P F pθq with ψ ĺ ψ1. From Lemma 9 we get the following.

4 The technical definition of BQOs is quite complicated and can be found in e.g. [7]. The actual
definition is not needed for understanding the rest of the paper, and is therefore omitted here.
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Lemma 11. θ ĺ θ1 implies thatθ Ď θ1.

The following lemma follows from Lemma 8 and Lemma 10.

Lemma 12. ĺ is a BQO (and henceWQO) on the set of conditions.

From Lemma 12, Lemma 11, and Lemma 7 we get the following lemma.

Lemma 13. The set of conditions is WQO underĎ.

From Lemma 14 we get the following lemma.

Lemma 14. The set of constraints is WQO underĎ.

Proof. Consider an infinite sequence of constraints:φ1,φ2,φ3, . . .. Since the setN YT
is finite, there is an infinite sequencei1 ă i2 ă i3 ă ¨¨ ¨ such thatSympφi1q “ Sympφi2q “
Sympφi3q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ . If Sym

`

φi j

˘

P T then the result follows immediately (since
q

φi j

y
“

 

Sym
`

φi j

˘(

for all j ě 1). Otherwise, we can assume, without loss of generality, thatφi j

is of the formXpx1, . . . ,xnq : θi j . Notice that eachVar
`

θi j

˘

“ tx1, . . . ,xnu is a condition
overtx1, . . . ,xnu. By lemma 13, there arej ă k such thatθi j Ď θik, and henceφi j Ď φik.

Termination.The reason why the algorithm always terminates is that only afinite set of
constraints can be added toExplored. This can be explained as follows. Whenever a
new elementφ is added toExplored it is ensured thatφ1 Ď φ, for eachφ1 already added
to Explored. This means that the constraints added toExplored form a sequence
φ1,φ2,φ3, . . ., such thatφi Ď φ j for all i ă j. By WQO of Ď (Lemma 14) it follows that
this sequence is finite. This gives the following theorem.

Theorem 15. Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to terminate.

8 Translation

Reachability with Empty Stacks.We consider a different variant of PDAD-REACH

which we call PDAD-REACH-EMPTY. An instance of PDAD-REACH-EMPTY is defined
by a PDAD A “ xQ,qinit ,A,∆y and a stateq P Q, and we are asked whetherγinit

˚
ÝÑ γ

for someγ of the formxq,Val,εy, i.e., we ask whether we reachqtarget at a configura-
tion where the stack isempty. Given an instance of PDAD-REACH, defined by a PDAD

A “ xQ,qinit ,A,∆y and a stateqtarget P Q, we derive and equivalent instance of PDAD-
REACH-EMPTY as follows. We construct a new PDAD A 1 fromA by adding a new state
qnew to Q, and adding a transition labeled withnopfrom qtarget to qnew. For each mem-
bera P A of the stack alphabet, we add a self-loop onqnew that popsa. The two problem
instances are equivalent as follows. Suppose thatqnew is reachable with an empty stack
in A 1. Then, the run ofA 1 reachingqnew must have passed throughqtarget (sinceqnew

can only be reached fromqtarget). This means thatqtarget is reachable inA . On the other
hand, suppose thatqtarget is reachable inA . Then,A 1 can simulate the run ofA un-
til it reachesqtarget. From there, it takes the transition toqnew, and starts executing the
self-loops, popping all the symbols in the stack until the stack becomes empty.
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From PDAD to CFGD. Suppose that we are given an instance of PDAP-REACH-EMPTY

defined by a PDAD A “ xQ,qinit ,A,∆y and a stateqtarget P Q. Let tx1, . . . ,xnu be the
set of variables that occur inA . We derive an equivalent instance of CFGD-REACH

defined by a CFGD G “ xS ,Xinit ,Py. The setT of G is defined by the singleton setttu
and we assume that the arity oft is 0 (i.e.,ρptq “ 0). The set ofN of G is defined as
follows: For each pair of statesq1,q2 P Q and symbola P AY tKu, with K R A, we have
a nonterminalXpq1,a,q2q P N with arity 2n` 1. The symbolK is used to denote that the
stack ofA is empty. The set of non-terminal setN contains the initial symbolXinit (by
definition).

In the following, letȳdenote a vectorxy1, . . . ,yny of lengthn, and define ¯yris :“ yi for
i : 1 ď i ď n. For vectors ¯z“ xz1, . . . ,zny andȳ “ xy1, . . . ,yny, we use ¯z“ ȳ (resp.z̄‰ j ȳ
for somej : 1ď j ď n) to denote the condition

Ź

1ďiďnzi “ yi (resp.
Ź

p1ďiďnq^pi‰ jq zi “
yi).

Intuitively, a non-terminal of the formXpq1,a,q3qpȳ, z̄, ℓq represents a run ofA from a
configuration where the state isq1, the topmost stack symbol isa and its corresponding
value is given by the valueℓ (if a “ K then the stack is empty), and the valuation of the
shared variables ofA is given by the valuation of ¯y, to a configuration with the same
stack content and where the state isq3 and the valuation of the shared variables ofA is
given by the valuation of ¯z.

The setP is derived from∆, and it contains the following productions:

– If xq1,nop,q2y P ∆ then P contains Xpq1,a,q3qpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ Xpq2,a,q3qpȳ1, z̄1, ℓ1q :
pȳ “ ȳ1q ^ pz̄“ z̄1q ^ pℓ “ ℓ1q.

– If xq1,xi Ð ˚,q2y P ∆ then P containsXpq1,a,q3qpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ Xpq2,a,q3qpȳ1, z̄1, ℓ1q :
pȳ ‰i ȳ1q ^ pz̄“ z̄1q ^ pℓ “ ℓ1q.

– If xq1,xi Ð x j ,q2y P ∆ then P containsXpq1,a,q3qpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ Xpq2,a,q3qpȳ1, z̄1, ℓ1q :
pȳ ‰i ȳ1q ^ pz̄“ z̄1q ^ pℓ “ ℓ1q ^ pȳ1ris “ ȳr jsq.

– If xq1,xi Ð pąc x jq ,q2y P ∆ thenP containsXpq1,a,q3qpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀Xpq2,a,q3qpȳ1, z̄1, ℓ1q :
pȳ ‰i ȳ1q ^ pz̄“ z̄1q ^ pℓ “ ℓ1q ^ pȳr js ăc ȳ1risq.

– If xq1,x j “ xi ,q2y P ∆ then P containsXpq1,a,q3qpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ Xpq2,a,q3qpȳ1, z̄1, ℓ1q :
pȳ “ ȳ1q ^ pz̄“ z̄1q ^ pℓ “ ℓ1q ^ pȳris “ ȳr jsq.

– If xq1,x j ăc xi ,q2y P ∆ then P containsXpq1,a,q3qpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ Xpq2,a,q3qpȳ1, z̄1, ℓ1q :
pȳ “ ȳ1q ^ pz̄“ z̄1q ^ pℓ “ ℓ1q ^ pȳ1r js ăc ȳrisq.

– If xq1,pushpbqpxiq ,q2y P ∆ then P contains
Xpq1,a,q3qpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ Xpq2,b,q4qpȳ1, ū, ℓ1q Xpq4,a,q3qpū1, z̄1, ℓ2q :
pȳ “ ȳ1q ^ pū “ ū1q ^ pz̄“ z̄1q ^ pℓ “ ℓ2q ^ pℓ1 “ ȳrisq.

– If xq1,poppxiqpaq ,q2y P ∆ then P contains Xpq1,a,q2qpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ t :
pȳ ‰i z̄q ^ pz̄ris “ ℓq.

– Finally, P contains Xinitpxq ❀ Xpqinit ,K,qtargetqpȳ, z̄, ℓq :
Ź

1ďiďn ȳris “ x and
Xpqtarget,K,qtargetqpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ t : pȳ “ z̄q.

Then the following property (whose proof is sketched in the appendix) holds.

Proposition 16. γinit
˚

ÝÑ γ for someγ “ xqtarget,Val,εy iff Xinit
˚

ÝÑG α for some sen-
tenceα such that Sympαq Ď T .
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As an immediate consequence of the above Proposition, Theorem 6, and Theorem 15,
we get:

Theorem 17. ThePDAD-REACH andPDAD-REACH-EMPTY problems are decidable
for PDADs.

9 ExtendedPDADs

In this section, we present generalizations of the basic PDAD model for which the results
presented in this paper still hold.

The first extension consists in adding to conditions of the form x “ c, x ą c, and
x ă c for a variablex and a constant valuec ě 0. The resulting formulas corresponds to
the original Gap Order Constraints considered in [23].

The second extension consists in adding multiple data fieldsin each element pushed
to the stack. For fixed number of data fieldsk ě 0, the configuration of PDADk becomes
a triplexq,Val,αy whereq P Q is a state,Val : V ÞÑ N is a valuation, andα P

`

AˆN
k
˘˚

defines the content of the stack (each element of the word is a pair xa,c1, . . . ,cky where
a is the symbol andci is its value for thei-th field).

We now consider operations that manipulate the data fields. We first extend the push
operation and considerpushpaqpx1, . . . ,xkq to push the symbolaP A and to assign to the
i-th field the value ofxi for i : 1, . . . ,k. We also consider operationpoppaqpx1, . . . ,xkq
to pop the symbola P A from the stack and to assign toxi the value of thei-th field on
the top of the stacki : 1, . . . ,k. The operational semantics can be naturally extended in
order to cope with tuples of values instead of single one.

Finally, we consider operations that test and modify the data fields on the stack. We
can use special identifierstopx1, . . . , topxk to denote such data fields and use them in
conditions of transitions.

To encode the resulting model into CFGD, we need to introduce non-terminals with
extra arguments that represent both the current value and the (guessed) updated value
of data fields. More specifically, we need non-terminals of the formXpq1,a,q2qpx̄, ȳ, z̄, ūq
to represent a run of aA k from a configuration where the state isq1, the topmost stack
symbol isa and its corresponding data field values are given by the vector z̄, and the
valuation of the shared variables ofA is given by the valuation of ¯x, to a configuration
with the updated data fields ¯u and where the state isq2 and the valuation of the shared
variables is given by the valuation of ¯y.

We leave a detailed treatment of this extension for future work.

10 Related Work and Conclusions

Decidability and complexity of reachability problems for pushdown systems with or
without data have been extensively studied in the literature. In [10] the authors present
an algorithm to computePost˚ andPre˚ for a pushdown automata and a regular set of
its configurations (represented as automata). Symbolic versions of the algorithms have
been studied e.g. in [21]. In [8] the authors consider approximated verification meth-
ods for subclasses of pushdown systems called finite indicesin which it is possible to
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handle counters without zero test (i.e. transitions of a Petri net). In [2, 1] the authors
present decidability results for timed extensions of pushdown systems. In [12] the au-
thors present decidability results for pushdown systems with either a well-quasi ordered
set of control locations or of data values. In our model we do not consider a well-quasi
ordered data domain, but introduce a well-quasi ordered relation over values pushed to
and popped from the stack in order to decide reachability. Our extensions of pushdown
system with Gap Order is orthogonal to the above mentioned models. Furthermore, it
subsumes the model presented in [24], where the authors consider pushdown systems in
which messages carry (object) identifiers that can be compared by equality. In addition
to equality tests, Gap Order can be used to order messages in the stack.

Concerning our proof techniques, the algorithm for solvingthe CFGD reachability
problem is inspired to the seminal results on Datalog and context-free language reach-
ability [27, 22] and to the evaluation of Datalog with Gap Order Constraints [23]. CLP
programs with Gap Order constraints without conjunctions in the body have been used
to model transition systems in [19]. The fixpoint semantics of CLP programs has been
used to characterize model checking problems in [14]. In [13] extended automata with
Gap Order conditions over variables are used as an approximated model of counter
systems. The model however does not have recursion. The complexity of verification
problems (expressed in temporal logic) for transitions systems with Gap Order Con-
straints has been studied in [11]. Allowing rules with sets of terms in the right-hand
side, GFGD are more general than the model in [11].

The evaluation procedure for Datalog with Gap Order Constraints in [23] and its ter-
mination depend on specific data structures (weighted graphs kept in normal form) used
to represent relations between variables that occur in Datalog clauses. In the present pa-
per we formulate an algorithmic solution to CFGD reachability as an instance of the
general framework of well-structured transition systems and apply the theory of better-
quasi ordering to naturally infer its termination. This approach has the great advan-
tage of capturing the essential ingredients needed for extending the algorithm to other
classes of grammars with data. For instance, under some restrictions on the arity of
terms, a slightly modified algorithm can be applied to grammars with sets of terms in
the left-hand side of a production. A more formal treatment of this kind of generaliza-
tion together with a deeper investigation of the complexityof the resulting algorithms
is part of our future work.
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A Proof of Proposition 16

Proposition 16.γinit
˚

ÝÑ γ for someγ “ xqtarget,Val,εy if and only if Xinit
˚

ÝÑG α for
some sentenceα such thatSympαq Ď T .

The above proposition is an immediate consequence of Lemma 19, Lemma and 20.

Lemma 18. if γinit ÝÑ γ1 ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ γn “ xq,Val,τy with τ “ xa1, ℓ1y¨ ¨ ¨ xak, ℓky, then
for anyα1 such that:

α1 “
k
ď

i“1

tXpqi´1,ai ,qiqpVali ,Val1i , ℓiqu Y tXpqk,K,qtargetqpValk,Val1, ℓqu

for some q0,q1, . . . ,qk s.t. q0 “ q, valuations Val1, Val1, . . . ,Valk and Val11, . . . ,Val1k s.t.
Val1 “ Val, Val1i´1 “ Vali for i : 2, . . . ,k, and valueℓ, there is a sentenceα s.t.α1 Ď α Ď

α1 Y ttu and Xinitp0q
˚

ÝÑG α.

Proof. The proof is by induction onn ě 0. If n “ 0, thenγinit “ xqinit ,Valinit ,εy, where
Valinitpxq “ 0 for all x P V , and, by definition of the encoding, we have that

Xinitpxq ❀ Xpqinit ,K,qtargetqpȳ, z̄,uq :
ľ

1ďiďn

ȳris “ x

Then, applying this rule to the ground termXinitp0q, we obtain:

Xinitp0q ÝÑG Xpqinit ,K,qtargetqpValinit ,Val1, ℓq

Now assume that the hypothesis holds forn. This means thatγinit ÝÑ γ1 ÝÑ . . . ÝÑ
γn “ xq,Val,τy with τ “ xa1, ℓ1y ¨ ¨ ¨ xak, ℓky, and for any sentenceα1 where

α1 “
k
ď

i“1

tXpqi´1,ai ,qiqpVali ,Val1i , ℓiqu Y tXpqk,K,qtargetqpValk,Val1, ℓqu

for someq0,q1, . . . ,qk s.t. q0 “ q, valuationsVal1, Val1, . . . ,Valk andVal11, . . . ,Val1k s.t.
Val1 “ Val, Val1i´1 “ Vali for i : 2, . . . ,k, and valueℓ, there is a sentenceα such that

α1 Ď α Ď α1 Y ttu and andXinitp0q
˚

ÝÑG α.

Let us assume thatγn “ xq,Val,τy
δ

ÝÑ γn`1 “ xq1,Val2,τ1y. We now prove the thesis
by a case analysis on the type of transitions. The interesting case is forpushandpop.

– if δ “ xq,op,q1y and op is pushpaqpxq, then γn`1 “ xq1,Val2,τ1y, Val “
Val2, and τ1 “ xa,Valpxqy ¨ τ. By definition of the encoding, we have the
following encoding: Xpq,a1,q1qpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ Xpq1,a,q2qpȳ1, ū, ℓ1qXpq2,a1,q1qpū1, z̄1, ℓ2q :
pȳ “ ȳ1q ^ pū “ ū1q ^ pz̄“ z̄1q ^ pℓ “ ℓ2q ^ pℓ1 “ ȳrisq.
This implies that we have the following run for the CFGD G :

Xpq,a1,q1qpVal,Val11, ℓ1q ÝÑG Xpq1,a,q2qpVal2,Val3,ValpxqqXpq2,a1,q1qpVal3,Val11, ℓ1q

Then, we can show thatα1 ÝÑG α2 for any ground sentenceα2 such that
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α2 “ tXpq1,a,q2qpVal2,Val3,Valpxqq,Xpq2,a1,q1qpVal3,Val11, ℓ1qu Y
Ťk

i“2tXpqi´1,ai ,qiqpVali ,Val1i , ℓiqu Y tXpqk,K,qtargetqpValk,Val1, ℓqu

for a non-deterministically guessed valuationVal2 andq2.
Hence, we can show that there isα3 s.t. α2 Ď α3 Ď α2 Y ttu andXinitp0q

˚
ÝÑG

α ÝÑG α3. Observe thatα2 satisfies all the conditions of the lemma.

– if δ “ xq,op,q1y andop is poppxq paq, thenγn`1 “ xq1,Val2,τ1y, Val2 “ ValrxÐ ℓ1s,
xa1, ℓ1y ¨ τ1 “ τ, anda “ a1.
By definition of the encoding, we have the following rule:Xpq,a1,q1qpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ t :
pȳ ‰i z̄q ^ pz̄ris “ ℓq.
This implies that we have the following run for the CFGD G :

Xpq,a1,q1qpVal,Val2, ℓ1q ÝÑG t

We can assume w.l.o.g thatVal11 “ Val2 andq1 “ q1 in the definition ofα1.
Then, we can show thatα1 ÝÑG α2 for any ground sentenceα2 andα1 such that
Val11 “ Val2 andq1 “ q1 and the following holds:

α2 “ ttu Y Y
Ťk

i“2tXpqi´1,ai ,qiqpVali ,Val1i , ℓiqu Y tXpqk,K,qtargetqpValk,Val1, ℓqu

Hence, we can show thatXinitp0q
˚

ÝÑG α ÝÑG α2. Observe thatα2zttu satisfies
all the conditions of the lemma.

– the other cases are similar.
[\

Lemma 19. If γinit
˚

ÝÑ γ for someγ “ xqtarget,Val,εy then Xinit
˚

ÝÑG α for some sen-
tenceα such that Sympαq Ď T .

Proof. We apply Lemma 18 toγinit
˚

ÝÑ γ, to show that for the ground sentenceα1where:

α1 “ tXpqtarget,K,qtargetqpVal,Val, ℓqu

with a valueℓ, there is a sentenceα s.t.α1 Ď α Ď α1 Y ttu andXinitp0q
˚

ÝÑG α.
By definition of the encoding, we have the following rule:Xpqtarget,K,qtargetqpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀

t : pȳ “ z̄q. Then, we can apply this rule toα, and we get thatXinit
˚

ÝÑG α for some
sentenceα2 such thatSympα2q Ď T . [\

Lemma 20. If Xpq,a,q1qpVal,Val1, ℓq ˚
ÝÑG t thenxq,Val,xa, ℓyy

˚
ÝÑ xq1,Val1,εy if a ‰“

K, otherwisexq,Val,εy
˚

ÝÑ xq1,Val1,εy.

Proof. We prove it by induction on the lengthn ě 1 of the derivation. In the base case
n “ 1 we can have only two cases depending on the applied rule of the CFGD G :

– if the applied production is of the formXpqtarget,K,qtargetqpȳ, z̄, ℓq ❀ t : pȳ “ z̄q then

we haveq “ q1 “ qtarget, andVal “ Val1. Hence,xq,Val,εy
˚

ÝÑ xq1,Val1,εy holds.
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– If the applied production is associated to a pop rule of the form δ “ xq,op,q1y
and op is the poppxq paq operation, then we haveVal1 “ Valrx Ð ℓs and hence
xq,Val,xa, ℓyy ÝÑ xq1,Val1,εy.

Now let us assume that the lemma holds for derivations of length less or equal than
n. Consider now a derivation

Xpq,a,q1qpVal,Val1, ℓq ÝÑG α ˚
ÝÑG t

of length n ` 1. We consider different cases depending on the applied production.
If the production is associated toδ “ xq,op,q2y and op is the pushpbqpxq opera-
tion, thenα “ tXpq2,b,q3qpVal,Val2, ℓ1q,Xpq2,a,q1qpVal2,Val1, ℓqu, whereℓ1 “ Valpxq. By

hypothesis, both non terminals reduce tot, i.e., Xpq2,b,q3qpVal,Val2, ℓ1q
˚

ÝÑG t and

Xpq2,a,q1qpVal2,Val1, ℓq ˚
ÝÑG t with derivation of length less or equal thann. Thus, we

have thatxq2,Val,xb, ℓ1yy
˚

ÝÑ xq3,Val2,εy and depending on the symbola we have
xq2,Val2,xa, ℓyy

˚
ÝÑ xq1,Val1,εy if a ‰ K or xq2,Val2εy

˚
ÝÑ xq1,Val1,εy if a “ K. Thus,

we have that one of the following runs holds depending on the value ofa:

xq,Val,xa, ℓyy
δ

ÝÑ
@

q2,Val,
@

b, ℓ1
D

xa, ℓy
D ˚

ÝÑ
@

q3,Val2,xa, ℓy
D ˚

ÝÑ
@

q1,Val1,ε
D

or

xq,Val,εy
δ

ÝÑ
@

q2,Val,
@

b, ℓ1
D

xa, ℓy
D ˚

ÝÑ
@

q3,Val2,ε
D ˚

ÝÑ
@

q1,Val1,ε
D

The other cases are quite similar.


